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IGNITION INTERLOCK MANUFACTURER ANNUAL REPORT
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The number of ignition interlock devices initially installed on vehicles
for Kansas drivers who were restricted to driving only with an ignition
interlock device.
The number of vehicles that had devices removed due to a failure in the
device, a malfunction of the device, or a defect in the device and, for
each vehicle, the driver’s name, the driver’s license number, the specific
failure or operational problem that occurred during the period installed,
and the resolution of each situation.
The total number of devices in operation in Kansas on December 31 of
the previous calendar year.
The total number of devices removed from
through
During any of your removals/recalibrations did the service centers
find/make note of any attempts to circumvent the device? How many?
The total number of instances of circumvention.
The total number of instances of tampering.
The number of indigent drivers that qualified for reduced fees.
The number of drivers that applied for indigent classification and
reduced fees but were denied.
Amounts credited to indigent drivers.
The ending credit balance for indigent fund.
Sales brochures and other informational materials provided to Division
for Parole office, DMV office, Law enforcement, etc.
Documentation regarding normal prices and fees provided to Division.
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Any modifications to Kansas certified device?
Are there instruction manuals and training information available for
clients to read during the install? Provide an example.
Liability Insurance
List of Fee schedule
Indigency applications
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